tame clergy maneuvers in the ecclesiastical politics of Buddhist neighbors.

It is easy to condemn the Chinese Communists, and although it is much more difficult to understand their behavior and attitudes, this is exactly what Americans must spend more effort at. Errors begin in the mind, both our own and the Chinese; wrong assumptions lead to wrong decisions. Accordingly we need to examine our own assumptions and at the same time do much more homework to become acquainted with Chinese society and culture thus gaining our longitude and latitude and being better able to understand, predict and possibly influence the actions of the Chinese.

+++

The Fifth Princess

The Emperor, incapable of owning imperfection,
Regarded the fifth princess as a temporary humiliation sent by the Devil.
Untroubled by her plain face and little twisted foot,
She passed her days in the garden near the stables;
She had a merry heart and a river imp's delight
In the absurdity of things in general.
One day the second gardener put his heart
Into his laughing, handsome eyes for her to take.
Accepting it, she was immediately banished
And went joyously with her husband to the south end of nowhere.
The Emperor industriously blotted her out of the records,
Grumbling the while at the chill dreary wind from the garden.

—Jeannette Morrell